OFFLOADING SOLUTIONS

High-dump into roll-off containers.
The Guzzler NX is now available with a high-dump option that
lets you dump debris directly into roll-off boxes up to five feet
high. Using a heavy duty, telescopic, hydraulic cylinder at the
rear of the Guzzler NX chassis, the debris body lifts upward and
slightly backward for extra clearance. This allows for significant
efficiency in dumping. In addition, the operator can choose to
dump material in either normal- or high-dump mode.
The design of the high-dump option is combined with a new
electronic control system that sequences the high-dump
process. This enhances the overall stability and safety of the unit.
With the high-dump option and Guzzler NX’s very low sound
levels, better fuel economy, increased loading capacity and
patent-pending VR (Vacuum Recovery) Technology, Guzzler NX
offers value like no other.
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Know which offloading option best serves you.
Since no single offloading system is right for every situation, it is important to consider your specific offloading
needs and to choose a system that is right for you. As new regulations have continually made dumping tougher,
Guzzler has led the industry in meeting the needs of contractors by offering more application-specific offloading
systems than any other manufacturer.

Batch Systems.
A batch system is ideal when your specific offloading application requires materials to be vacuumed first, and
then offloaded later. Batch works well when the flow of materials needs to be regulated or there is a long
distance to the offload container. Guzzler offers a wide selection of batch offloading systems, including high
dump (ACE) vertical auger, pressure offload, as well as the new Dense Phase offload.

Continuous Systems.
Continuous offloading systems allow you to vacuum and offload at the same time. These systems reduce the
downtime of unloading vacuumed material and get you in and out of jobs quickly. Guzzler’s continuous
offload systems include the XCR (swing out cyclone), rear mounted cyclone and the Cycrane.

Contact Guzzler for more details and for assistance choosing
the right offloading solution for your needs.
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